
Premise: Collectively raise funds from adamant Exalted fans, to get Exalted 
characters, creatures, environments, and locations illustrated for 
personal use in campaigns and gaming sessions.

Overview: We plan on utilizing Kickstarter  to start a campaign to raise $2,500 
to hire artists, who will then produce illustrations for personal use by 
the Exalted community.  We've currently calculated $250 for each
illustration which would give us 9-10 total top quality images, depending
on image complexity and such.  The total number of images could
change drastically depending on how much we raise.

The Pyrrhic Triumph by Corpsewatch
by Conor Cole, potential artist for The Unpainted Mural

Comissioned as a gift to our player’s group by sly9 (Ryan), this artwork depicts the 
group shortly after the famed battle of Corpsewatch, a siege that took more than 
25.000 lives. From left to right, the characters are: Hawkeye, Atlas, Hishiro Kento, 
Dakai (aka: Pale Heartbeat Wind; on the monolith), Saffron Shadow Strategos and 
the Seven Swords Saint.

“To Saeralis and Beyond”
by Jack Eaves, confirmed artist for The Unpainted Mural
A slave junk navigates stormy waters along the coast of the Southwest Creation 
and prepares to make a port call at a trading port before heading onwards to the 
Port of Dragon's Jaw, and then to Salt-Founded Glory.  In its cargo hold, the ship 
carries a large group of slaves, three of which are Solar Exalts.

Total Estimated Time
(Based on an estimate of 2,500 $ of funding)

About three to four months total for a safety margin depending on artist schedule and 
production of the final fulfillment items (digital artbook, etc.)

Most questions will be answered with the Kickstarter page going live.
So please remain calm for the moment. You can contact us on the subreddit via the

respective post or on the Exalted Gaming Discord where we usually hang out (link below).

Please remain aware that we will be holding back on answering anything beyond the most 
basic questions for now, since most answers will be readily available by the unveiling

of the KickStarter project. If questions remain after reading through the provided information
at the time, feel free to contact us on Kickstarter, Discord or Reddit.

Stay ready.
Stay hype.

Shit’s about to go down soon!

The usual rules of courtesy apply. If you are on the subreddit or the discord, check out the rules and keep to them. Thanks.

All aboard the Hype Train :D

Kickstarter Funding
Planned start date
within 1 - 3 weeks.

Art Creation Phase
Several months

depending upon artists
and raised funds

Delivery / Fulfillment
Get the art ready

for you and create a
digital art-book.

https://discord.gg/vJ3MPFw reddit.com/r/exalted

unpainted-mural@madletter.net


